Some announcements regarding POSSt applications during 2020/21

Updated: Nov 17, 2020

Updates are marked in red.

1. Students who entered UTSC in Fall 2019 may apply for a CMS subject POSSt in the summer 2020 admission period without having completed MATA22; you must have completed all other required courses. If you are unsuccessful then you can apply again after completing MATA22. If admitted to POSSt, it is expected that you will complete MATA22 promptly.

2. Online B-level courses taken in Fall and Winter 2020/21 may be used to apply for a CS or Stats POSSt under the second chance route.

3. There will be a POSSt application period at the end of the Fall semester for application to CMS programs only. The application deadline is Monday Nov 30, 2020. Use the form below to apply. Please submit *only one* form and check all the programs that you wish to apply for.

   https://forms.gle/4NYX62NAtp7Jio9XA

   In order to apply for a Co-op POSSt, there are additional requirements you need to fulfill. You can contact the Co-op office regarding these requirements.

4. For the Fall application period:

   Unfortunately, we are unable to run our tests and exams online for the Fall offerings of CSCA48, MATA22, MATA37. As a result, and because this semester is so unpredictable, we have not determined what admission criteria will be used for the Fall application period. At this point, all we can say is that it will be based on your grades.

   For students applying to a CS or Stats POSSt using the second-chance option: We will base admissions on grades from the same B-level courses that were used in the Spring and Summer 2020 application periods. However, we will not use any guaranteed admission thresholds. This is because our Fall 2020 B-level courses are entirely online.

We understand that you have many questions about how we will manage POSSt applications in the coming year. This will depend on several factors that are still unknown regarding the impact of the pandemic on our course offerings. We will make further announcements as we decide upon our processes for this unusual year.